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designed by 
Manzoni&Tapinassi

A perfect combination of modularity, 
fine craftsmanship and curated 
design, Kendo’s refined personality 
is further enhanced by exquisite 
detailing, like the solid-wood base 
embellished with a sleek metal insert. 
A distinguishing feature that takes on 
the guise of an oriental mark.



features

by Manzoni&Tapinassi 
A modular sofa that provides any 
living area with outstanding comfort, 
timeless beauty and a refinement 
expressed through exquisite details.
Every element of the sofa is fully 
upholstered on all sides and can also 
be used as a standalone piece.
Available in linear and corner 
compositions, with or without chaise-
longue, Kendo adapts perfectly to any 
space and any style of décor. 

Padding
The mixture of polyurethane foam 
and Climalight guarantees enduring 
comfort and looks over time.

Coverings
Upholstered in fabric or fine Natuzzi 
leather. This model  
is also available in thickened leather, a 
covering that  
enhances its silhouette.
The solid wooden base has a metal 
insert, a distinguishing feature of the 
collection.

Feet height 
14.0 cm | 5.5’’

Feet available in  
wooden finishes 
 -smoked oak with metal  
insert in brass
 -olive walnut; with a metal  
insert in a pewter tone







Three-seater sofa
H77 - W242 - D 104 cm
H 30 - W95 - D41’’

Sofa with end unit
H77 - W104 - D242 cm
H30 - W41 - D95’’

Chaise sofa
H77 - W342 - D168 cm
H30 - W165 - D66’’

Sectional with end unit
H77 - W322 - D242 cm
H30 - W127 - D95’’

The incredibly versatile design 
of the Kendo sofa allows for 
personalisation so you can 
achieve a result that suits 
your style, space and comfort 
requirements down to the ground. 

Here are some suggested 
arrangements. 
 Sectional

H77 - W278 - D327 cm
H30 - W109 - D129’’



Merging Mediterranean 
harmony and Eastern 
balance, the Kendo table will 
contribute to the creation 
of a refined and extremely 
characterful dining area. 
The mixture of solid wood 
and metal gives life to an 
unparalleled interpretation, 
a perfect blend of artisanal 
artistry and deft design. 

kendo
Kendo dining table shown  
with legs in solid smoked 
oak wood with a brass 
metal insert. 
 

Top in smoked oak. 
L 260 P 100 H 74 cm  
L 102.36 P 39.37 H29.13 
Ambra chairs.



Wood and metal 
match quite perfectly 
- and everything slots 
seamlessly into place, like 
tiles in a domino set. The 
Levantine elegance of the 
Kendo coffee table.  
 
Kendo coffee table shown 
in smoked oak wood with 
brass metal insert. 

Like a Kendo sword, the 
eponymous lamp creates 
a clever contrast between 
the warmth of wood and 
the lustre of metal.  
 
Kendo floor lamp shown 
in walnut with brass insert 
and white lampshade.
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Clever contrasts and 
tasteful combinations 
in wood and metal. 
Reflections of a refined 
soul. The Kendo mirror.  
 
Kendo mirror shown with 
a walnut, pewter and glass 
bronze finish.

Like a Kendo sword, the 
eponymous lamp creates 
a clever contrast between 
the warmth of wood and 
the lustre of metal. 

Kendo table lamp version 
shown in walnut with a 
brass insert and white 
lampshade.



Exquisite cabinetwork is  
a sure mark of superlative 
Italian craftsmanship. The 
Kendo sideboard.  
 
Kendo sideboard shown  
in solid smoked oak wood  
with a brass metal insert.
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Manzoni & Tapinassi The original 
expressiveness of architect Maurizio 
Manzoni and the considerable experience 
of Professor Roberto Tapinassi merged in 
2001 to form one of the most remarkable 
professional team-ups in Italy. Right from 
the beginning, the two designers shared 
a common vision of contemporary living, 
developing innovative solutions attuned to 
the Italian tradition geared towards research 
and cutting-edge solutions.
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